Your Best Life Begins Each Morning: Devotions To Start Every Day Of The Year (Faithwords)
The potential to live your best life starts with each new morning. With every sunrise, you can choose to approach the day with an attitude of faith and expectancy. Bestselling author Joel Osteen writes, "When you get up in the morning, the first things you should do is set your mind in the right direction . . . and then go out anticipating good things." Now, for the first time, Pastor Osteen presents a tool to accomplish that goal. Based on his book, Your Best Life Now, he offers prescriptions for positive living in 365 daily messages. Each message is accompanied by a relevant scripture.
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**Customer Reviews**

Perfect for: Personal Use, Great giftIn a nutshell: This is a wonderful book for daily use, that helps to start the day on a positive/inspiring note with biblical inspiration. It is small, about 6 inches tall, 4 inches wide and about 1 inch thick - it will fit great in a purse, glove box, desk drawer, etc, just put it somewhere so you can read it every morning. There is an inspirational thought and bible verse for each day of the year, and each one takes only a minute or two to read, but will help you stay inspired all day! This would be a great gift for any religious friend or relative you want to provide encouragement to. Extended Review: Content: I've taken the time to read ahead in the book so I could do a better review. I love the different ways I am encouraged each morning, revisiting my hopes and dreams (Jan. 1), looking at where you want to be in the future (Jan. 26th), "Dare to be Happy" with who you are (April 17th), etc. I've provided a few themes that are supported by scripture and examples, along with a great thought for the day. Format: The book is very easy to
There is a short introduction, then a page for each day that includes: the date, a title theme, a scripture supporting the theme, and a story or example that ends with a type of thoughtful reflection for the day. The book has a section for notes at the end, and a built-in ribbon bookmark to help you easily find the next day. Readability: Wonderfully easy to read, with a consistent format. Overall: A great way to start the day! And it only requires a few minutes to read (maybe less?), and you will gain insight into yourself and great thoughts to take you through the day.

This is a beautiful way to start your mornings with thoughtful and insightful devotions. Joel Osteen’s daily devotions are incredible how they speak to you as if they were written for you personally. I have learned so much from the devotions and have found so much peace from the messages in them. No matter what is occurring in your life you can gain so much from his words and feel uplifted.

Life is hard. When the tough times are seemingly never ending, discouragement is there. Faith in God’s goodness and care wanes. In this disjointed society where individuals are often alone and without the encouragement of a true Christian friend, Joel’s words are like water to weary souls. Yes, there is a lot of repetition in his book as some one critiqued. But there is also a lot of repetition in the Bible. Humans don’t learn by having been told once. The issue is not intellectual. Our spiritual problems often come because we give up, we give in. We NEED to be ENcouraged (lovingly reminded again and again ... as the Bible itself does) of the Truths that are tested during prolonged testing -- that God loves us - despite..., that we ARE overcomers in Christ, despite... Faith is a work in progress. I for one and very thankful for Joel’s spiritual coaching to not give up in the race of life and faith in a good God in a sometimes bad world and to guard my thoughts, as the Bible itself teaches (and too little is preached on) because as my thoughts go so will my life (Proverbs) I’ve bought about 10 copies of this book to encourage and inspire others to not allows bitterness, faithlessness to set in and to grow their faith "muscles" - to dare trust God’s goodness, despite whatever the obstacles/problems/hurts. I thank the Lord for Joel’s ministry of encouragement. He, like all preachers and all humans, does not have all the Truth as 1 Corinthians 13 states no human does. But the bottom line of Christianity is a life of passionate love for God and fellow man -- to this end, I do believe that Joel succeeds in helping people choose to BE better instead of staying bitter - and Joel clearly communicates this goal is not one anyone can achieve on their own -- it’s called a life of faith, hope, and love with full acknowledgment that only with Christ’s help can anyone persevere in it joyfully and humbly.
This is a great little book for daily inspiration. Well done and not overly preachy. Will buy more for friends and family.

Good little devotional to start the day. I have seen complaints that it is superficial. It is brief. To the point. If I need something more I will read around the scriptural text in my Bible or I will do an additional devotion from another source. I have no complaints.

I read a lot of spiritual and self help books. I found this to be very enlightening. It arrived in a timely fashion. Certainly a book worth reading! Take what you like and leave the rest....

I love to start my day by reading from this book. Even though the daily devotionals are short, they are packed with thought provoking words. This is a no excuses devotional because anyone can spend a couple of minutes reading the daily thoughts.

I am in love with this book! I love daily readings and this has a nice daily read. Each page is filled with a starting scripture to understand the purpose of Joel's passage thereafter. The book is gorgeous. Book lovers like myself with understand that. The book is made with really great quality paper and has a nice ribbon to keep track of your days. It has a note section, but it is so pretty I do not want to write in it lol. This book is above average for just being a little daily reader. I cannot get enough of Joel's messages and I am thankful this little book. I look forward to getting more and sharing these with my friends and loved ones.
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